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Dear Cape Verde Friends,
In the months of October and November not a lot of exciting things happened 
with us, but that was only the proverbial calm before the storm - outwardly 
there was not much to see, but behind the scenes a whirlwind was building up.

The milestone of official registration and recognition as a non-profit 
organization by the tax office in Porto Novo has been passed –- on 28 
September a proclamation appeared in the official journal and on 12 November
an official declaration of our status as a charitable organization was granted. 
Hurrah!

Then things really got going: we set the date of our public presentation of "Dar
as Mãos" in Tarrafal for Sunday, 13 December, and aimed towards this next 
significant event.

On that afternoon eight founding members of "DaM", along with specially 
invited guests as well as interested residents of Tarrafal, celebrated the official 
presentation of the organization, which had actually already been active for 

more than a year.  Listed from left to 
right: Jailson Carvalho, Annette Helle, 
Raquel Rodrigues, Amadeu Delgado, 
Balduino Medina, Maria Josefa da Luz, 
Manuel Delgado, Odorico Lopes, Martin 
Peter, Christa Doerr, Friedrich Doerr.

In a prominent place among invited 
guests were Dr. Friedrich Doerr, his wife 
Dr. Christa Doerr, and Dr. Peter Martin, 
all of Burgwedel (Germany). They 
played a critical role in establishing the 



ONG  "DaM", as well as in implementing the goals of the association in the 
medical sector. Furthermore, they set up an aid association in Germany in 
September 2015, which has set itself the goal of promoting and supporting the
work of "Dar as Mãos" in Tarrafal.

Der Festakt in der frisch renovierten
Grundschule João Madeira begann mit
der Vorstellung der anwesenden
Gründungsmitglieder beider
Organisationen, und der feierlichen
Enthüllung unseres Vereinslogos
durch unseren Vorstandsvorsitzenden
Jailson Carvalho und den des
deutschen Fördervereins Dr. Friedrich
Doerr. Jailson erklärte anschließend
die Zielsetzung des Vereins, und
berichtete von bereits erfolgten
Aktionen und Taten. Eine kleine Rede auf Portugiesisch von Friedrich Doerr 
sowie einige Worte von Annette Helle rundeten die Einführung ab.

Following this, assistant paramedic 
Jair Pires, representative of the Posto
Sanitario de Tarrafal de Monte Trigo, 
accepted the donated medical 
equipment and expressed thanks on 
behalf of the Posto Sanatorio for 
these valuable acquisitions.

At this point the focus shifted from 
past actions to current and future 
activities: the campaign "Ajuda-nos a

ajudar" (“Help us to help”) was launched: printed information on the activities 
and objectives of "DaM" in French, English, Portuguese and German, plus a 
lockable collecting box for each guesthouse and tourist accommodation in 
Tarrafal, in order to collect monetary and material donations for the work of 
the association.

The introduction ceremony of “DaM” and
its actions had taken place outdoors in
the schoolyard; the action now shifted
indoors to a classroom. Using a
projector, the website
www.damtarrafal.com, which had only
been online since the previous day, was
introduced and explained. Currently the
homepage of "DaM" offers information in
Portuguese and German; the English and
French versions are in the works. "DaM"
is also represented on Facebook. IT



manager Ilísio Pires from the company 
Ambitech, Lda (Mindelo) and Annette Helle 
received friendly applause for their collaboration.

After this
the
festivities
were not

yet over.  The participants went from the
school grounds to the adjacent building
on the left. There a room has been
provided for temporary use as an office
for ONG "DaM".  With another formal
unveiling of the club logo by Dr. Friedrich
Doerr and Jailson Carvalho the new
quarters were taken into possession.

At the conclusion of the celebration was a 
"Lanche" for all big and small guests: 
cakes, cookies, couscous, all kinds of 
sweet and salty snacks and regional 
specialties, as well as coffee and juices. As
a final joint
ceremony,
Friedrich and
Jailson festively

cut the lovingly decorated "DaM" Chocolate Cake,
and distributed the slices to the guests. The cake
and most of the other goodies were soon eaten with
pleasure and thus the official presentation of "Dar
as Mãos" ended.

Things went further on Thursday, 17 December. Thanks to the steady arrival of
wonderful yellow packets from Brigitte Zellermayer of Vienna (current status: 

72!) "DaM" was able to contribute a cheerful
note to the primary school Christmas party: 
the distribution of gifts…

The 1st to 6th grade students read 
Christmas poems and put on a short play; 
songs were sung by all. The children of the 
kindergarten and the even smaller children 
of the village were also invited to the party. 
Through Jailson's distribution of gifts, more 
than 110 packages of games, school 
supplies and other small gifts found happy 

owners. In addition to dolls, whose VIP models were equipped with elaborately 
hand-crocheted garments, we gave away a wide variety of stuffed animals in 



all shapes and sizes, skipping ropes, balls, yo-
yos, pencil cases and all kinds of pencils and
other drawing and painting supplies, and much
more. Hard to say whether the flashing lights

on the
Christmas tree
or some of the
children's eyes
shone brighter…
In this 
celebration a
"Lanche" was once again an absolute must - 
the cookies and other goodies were welcome 
treats which were gobbled up within the 
shortest time possible.

Last but not least, even some old gentry of the village received gifts from "Dar 
as Mãos" at the community sponsored Christmas party for senior citizens. The 
26 ladies present were each presented with a kerchief or a pretty scarf.

We are thankful for the many hands that reached out to us in the last year,  for
the many hands that we were able to, allowed to clasp and hold. We wish you 
all a good and peaceful time for Christmas and New Year's Eve, and all the best
for the coming year 2016!

THE TEAM OF "DaM" AND THE VILLAGE COMMUNITY of TARRAFAL
SAY THANK YOU VERY MUCH TO EVERYONE INVOLVED!


